6 customer support secrets:
How leading teams scale exceptional experience

6 customer support secrets

A handful of world-class teams set the bar for kickass
customer support. In doing so, they’ve become
some of the most beloved software brands on the
planet.
And you can join them.

Their success—while impressive—isn’t impossible.
These companies are industry favorites who have
open-sourced their learnings, so teams everywhere
can do better by their customers. This playbook
shows how these teams deliver superior support and
how you can borrow their best practices today.

What strategies are these teams using to delight
customers at scale? Their processes are built to
evolve as business grows. They prioritize building
trust with customers.
And they look beyond the queue to turn support
into a key part of the overall customer experience.
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Evolve your processes like Slack

“Do not get too attached to any one thing
that is happening because the growth of
our company will necessitate a difference.”
— Ali Rayl, head of global customer experience at Slack 1

If there’s one constant in technology it’s change.
Month to month, year to year the features,
integrations and announcements bring about
enormous transformation at software companies.
And nowhere is this more keenly felt than on
support teams.
Being able to ride the wave of change is vital to
support operations at messaging app Slack where
processes are built to last a few quarters—by design.
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Secret #1
Trial and error into
“fair share” management
Slack started out with no true process to manage
volume. At first, every ticket lived in one queue,
but the team struggled to know what was most
important and how quickly they should work. So,
they subdivided the queue and assigned team
members by topic like mobile, integrations and sales.

Spend less time
building processes
with the intention
they’ll change in six to
nine months.

But work wasn’t spread out evenly and efficiency
lagged. Some people worked fast and knocked out
large amounts of tickets. Others worked on lowvolume queues and weren’t busy. Slack iterated
again and adopted a “fair share” way of working.
Now, team members see targets based on the day’s
number of tickets divided by the number of people
working (Fig. 1).

Figure 1
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Secret #2
Ditch the quotas.
Arbitrary benchmarks
don’t work for support
at growing companies.

Why quotas don’t work on
agile support teams
The targets help, but Slack support still operates
without quotas. Why?
It’s in freedom from quotas that the team is able to
deliver support for whatever the business needs that
day. With high volume events like feature launches
or outages, quotas leave team members believing
they’ve achieved their goals, while customers go
without service.
Rayl shared, “The success criteria for [high volume]
days is higher than on a normal day. So, quotas just
don’t work for the way we run our team and the way
we approach the volume of work to be done.” 2
As your company scales, things in support will break.
That includes quotas. With change management
practices—instead of numbers—at the heart of the
way you work, your team will more easily match the
pace of growth.
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Embrace transparency like a Buffer

“The more open and honest we’ve been
with customers, the richer the relationship
has been.”
— Carloyn Kopprasch, chief customer officer at Buffer 3

Transparency is a strategic move in today’s customer
centric world. Nearly all consumers (94%) are more
brand loyal when organizations offer transparency.⁴
And total transparency is a key value of Buffer’s
business.
From pricing to product roadmaps, transparency is
the default setting for the social media management
app. That goes for customer care, too.
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Secret #3
Commit to
transparency when a
high-volume support
event hits.

Staying open with
customers when it counts
Take a support professional’s worst nightmare: a
hack. Nine minutes after the team confirmed a
security breach in 2013, a brand tweet was published
and a customer-facing email was sent. The company
posted and continued to update a live blog as email
and Twitter support contact tripled.⁵
While hacks can seriously hurt business, Buffer found
that extreme transparency (combined with speed)
didn’t impact their pipeline. The days following the
hack showed nearly record sign-ups. In spite of a
massive security incident, rapid, straightforward
communications helped maintain customer’s trust
and bring new ones on board.
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Secret #4
What internal transparency
looks like
Support offers the entire business a direct line to
the customer; collaboration with internal teams like
product, sales and marketing is critical to closing the
feedback loop.
Buffer committed to bridging the gap between
support through a consistent communication
system. Members from both teams meet weekly, and
the meeting notes are shared with everyone.⁶

Set up a sync
with product
representatives and
share meeting notes
across the entire
support organization.

At first, these meeting reports were brief status
updates, but they’ve since grown to provide
resources like screenshots, FAQs and links to
documentation. This channel allows for a transparent
view of the product roadmap and involves support
during early stages of product development. When
one communication channel turns into a two-way
street for feedback between teams, customers
benefit.

Checklist for support and product alignment

Weekly syncs on product updates
Meeting reports that include:
- Product screenshots
- Documentation links
- Important dates and rollout calendars
- FAQs
Allow everyone to access reports
Gather feedback on impact of report information
Iterate on report style and frequency
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Expand your team’s role like FullStory

“You’re going to burn out pretty fast if
you’re responding to emails from the
moment you clock in to the moment you
clock out, five days per week.”
— Ben McCormack, support at FullStory ⁷

Today companies must consistently surface
innovative ideas to survive. Where better to get
them than from your front lines?
It may fly in the face of a support agent’s job
description to ignore the queue for set hours every
day, but allowing time to solve problems outside
of tickets is core to support’s role at the customer
experience and tracking tool FullStory.
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Secret #5
Block off calendar time
to be out of the queue
and working on bigger
projects.

How to make time outside
the queue happen
First, let’s clarify that non-queue time doesn’t include
answering emails or attending meetings. It should
be meaningful work that actually solves business
problems or makes improvements to the product.
At FullStory, these projects include reviewing the
quality of documentation and analyzing feedback
trends.
To make sure this time actually happens, plan out
schedules that account for meetings, time off,
releases, etc., and then add calendar events for nonqueue time. FullStory found scheduling hours to be
critical to breaking away from the queue.
You may understandably feel fear in pulling team
members off tickets. The key is providing clear goals
that your team can achieve using time outside the
queue. FullStory uses Google’s objectives and key
results (OKR) framework, and team members use
non-queue time to make progress on their goals.
To keep outcomes top of mind, create a forum
(like a stand up or group chat) where updates and
encouragement are shared on a regular basis.
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Secret #6
Pick 10 things that
need fixing and
systematically
tackle them during
scheduled time
outside of the queue.

Tackling your team’s
top 10 list
When your team is spending time in the queue,
they probably see recurring problems and feedback.
Sometimes these small issues get ignored, but quick
fixes could improve the customer experience. So,
FullStory enacted a program for jumping out of the
queue and delivering solutions: the top 10 list.⁸
While your team members work on the queue, they
should collect repetitive issues and feedback into
a running list. Review the list of improvements and
shop it around to other departments for the context
you need. Next, rank these problems in order of
importance. When your team isn’t in the queue, they
should be researching and championing fixes for the
top 10 most important issues. At FullStory, solving the
top 10 list has allowed support to drive new features,
product redesigns and critical updates for General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance.
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The right environment
creates innovative support
While these cutting-edge support teams commit to
changing processes for the better, demonstrating
transparency and spending strategic time out of the
queue, no one company claims to have achieved
customer experience nirvana. Meeting the customer
how, where and when they want is a tall order for
support teams today; communication channels and
expectations of speed continue to increase.
To help your team provide customers the best
experience possible, give them an environment
where they can do their best work. Leaders must ask
themselves: is my team able to move fast enough?
Do they feel safe being transparent with customers
and the internal team? Are they equipped to provide
solutions how they see fit?

If the answers to these questions isn’t a resounding
yes, consider strategies from these customer-focused
software companies. And allow yourself to explore
what’s missing in your team’s arsenal to provide the
best support possible. Changing up your processes,
policies and tools can be the key to unlocking your
potential. With the right environment, your team will
be able to match pace with your customer and join
the ranks of top-notch support organizations.

Learn more about innovative
support solutions with
Cloud App | getcloudapp.com
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